
FROM CTC’s OVERSEAS TOURING CORRESPONDENTS 
 

 
Chris Skegg, one of our OTCs in Germany 
 
- Give a slightly more elaborate description of the touring area you can provide 
information for. 
I can provide information on the following regions: 
Southwest Germany: Bodensee Region (Lake of Constance); Black Forest; 
Swabian Jura with the Swabian Forest and Hohenlohe regions; Upper Swabia 
and Upper Danube Valley. 
Northern Switzerland: The cantons of Thurgau (including the Swiss shore of the 
Bodensee), Appenzell, St. Galen (including the Upper Rhine Valley), and 

Schaffhausen. The Principality of Liechtenstein. 
Western Austria: The Vorarlberg with the Bregenzer Wald. 
Eastern France: Alsace and the Vosges; the Jura including the part in Switzerland. 
I can also provide more general information on Germany and Switzerland. 
 
- What's the cycling like round where you live / where you provide information for? 
I live close to the Bodensee. This is a very hilly region with superb scenery and a good network of quiet 
roads, providing ideal cycling conditions. The complete touring area detailed above ranges from hilly 
countryside to the Alps. Most cycle tourists will concentrate on one or two of the regions, each providing 
excellent touring possibilities – both scenic and cultural. 
 
- How long have you been cycling? What sort of riding do you do yourself? 
I have been cycling actively for over 40 years (this puts me among the oldies), the first ten with the South 
Bucks DA/Road Club. My pass storming days are now over, but I regularly go for half and whole day 
rides in my home region. I ride with the local ADFC group. My wife and I also enjoy cycle touring in other 
parts of Europe. 
I am a member of the Bodensee county cycle route planning and waymarking commission. 
 
- Over the years, how many CTC members have you given assistance to? 
I have never kept a record, but it must now be well over 100. 
 
- Have you made any (lifelong) friends in so doing? 
I have not made any lifelong friends, but on a number of occasions I have maintained correspondence 
with members over a number of years. Incidentally, it’s very pleasing when members write after a tour to 
say how it went and whether the information was useful or not. 
 
- Have any people you have helped gone on to do a really special tour worthy of note? 
I once had an enquiry from a member who was planning on cycling to India. He wanted information on 
his proposed route across Germany and Austria (unfortunately I never heard whether he went or not).  
 
- In just a few words, give the very basic route details of a tour in your area which in your view would be 
a really special touring experience. 
Not an easy question considering the variety of scenery in my touring region. However, there are three 
tours that I can especially recommend. 
1 Along the north shore of the Bodensee, especially in the spring or autumn, from Ludwigshafen via 

Überlingen, Meersburg, Friedrichshafen and Langenargen to Lindau. 
2 Along the Danube valley from Donaueschingen via Tuttlingen and Fridingen to Sigmaringen. 
3 For cyclists who like mountains: From Romanshorn on the Swiss Bodensee shore via Bischofszell, 

Gossau and Herisau up into the mountains of Appenzell, over the pass and down to Neu St. Johann 
in the Toggenburg valley, up to Wildhaus and then down to Buchs in the upper Rhine valley. 

 
- Any interesting / amusing stories you can recall? 
Some years ago I had a very amusing exchange of correspondence that went on for about five years. 
Initially I received a letter from a member asking whether it was possible to get bread, milk and 
newspapers in Germany. Judging by the address and handwriting, it must have been a very elderly 
gentleman living in a nursing home. I suspect he may have been stationed in the army in Germany 



immediately after the war when bread, milk and newspapers where in short supply. I was able to 
reassure him on this point. Thereafter I heard from him regularly. He sketched out routes and wanted to 
know whether they were feasible. I think he just jotted down a list of towns he read from an atlas since it 
was not possible to discern a suitable route, but he was always happy with my answers. Additionally he 
always included pages of text copied from novels. His favourite author was Joseph Conrad. Just to 
brighten up his day I always sent back a quotation from John Betjeman. I once sent him a packet of 
coloured brochures on the Bodensee. Judging by his profuse letter of thanks this must have given him 
pleasure for many months. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
The Bodensee and the 
village of Meersburg 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Chris Masters, one of our OTC’s in France 
 
I volunteered as an OTC in 2002 as I hoped I could link it to our business here (we have several units of 
accommodation in a complex of coverted farm buildings).  Accordingly I prepared some route sheets FR10 and 
FR18 based on day rides from my home and tours I have done.  I don't know what response you've had to these 
route sheets, but to date they haven't generated any business for us.  I don't really understand why as the area is 
good for cycling, not of a strenuous or epic nature but with lots of quiet roads, gently rolling countryside, medieval 
castles and towns, with access easy from Caen or St. Malo (both about 75 miles). 
  
You published a tour I did of northern Spain in April/May 1995 issue. In August 2000 I sent Andy Dixon a copy of a 
tour called 'A date with the Queen of Sheba' (actually part of FR10) with photographs, and in June 2002 I tried 
again with a tour to Santiago de Compostela entitled 'The Camino - Sans Soap' with photographs.  Neither of these 
were published. 
  
Most of my recent tours have been done with my daughter who is not a natural cyclist but has strength of character 
and will keep going all day. She is great company as we share an interest in art and history and the old stones - 
hence the concentration on the Pilgrimage to Santiago. If I go alone I tend to go on shorter tours - say 5 days - and 
camp (if the route is flat) or stay in cheap hotels. I would welcome the opportunity to have CTC members here as it 
would give me the chance to ride in a group.  I suppose I could join a local group here but haven't got round to it 
yet; the nature of our work maintaining and restoring a large group of buildings means I am reluctant to commit 
myself to anything else on a regular basis. 
  
I haven't given any assistance to CTC members or made any friends as a result as nobody has yet asked for it. 
The nearest I got to this was putting up two pilgrims en route for Santiago about 5 years ago. They were doing 
about 40 miles a day and took six weeks to get there. Considering how many people make the trip each year its 
surprising how few cycle all the way from the UK. My conclusion after doing bits of the various routes over the last 
10 years has been that you need two bikes for it: a mountain bike for the bumpy bits and a tourer for the rest. I 
would be interested to know how many CTC members do it - maybe its too esoteric? 
 



I guess the funniest story I can tell you is of my own idiocy which I recounted in 'The Camino - Sans Soap' when I 
left home without the saddlebag which contained a large part of my carefully-weighed vital equipment when en-
route for Santiago. What that showed me is that its remarkably easy to improvise and that having the 'right' 
equipment is perhaps not the issue we're inclined to think it is. I know I might be regarded as an 'old git' but I 
lament this obsession with expensive gear.  I've met people touring Europe on old heaps with panniers made of 
plywood. 
 
Chris Masters  
La Cretouffiere  Tel: (00 33) 243 08 00 20 
http://www.philm.demon.co.uk/HolidayCottages/ 
 
 
From our OTC in South Africa, Elaine Crawford 
 
Greetings from OTC in Cape Town, South Africa 
 
I stumbled into being an Overseas Touring 
Correspondent for CTC after making enquiries with 
Pat and Mike Strauss about joining their E2E tour in 
1997. They were on Brian Curtis’ first CTC tour to 
Cape Town in 1998, when we first met. To cut a long 
story short, we became firm friends and I subsequently 
became a background assistant to Brian with his CTC 
tours to Cape Town every second year. During my 
E2E in 1998, I joined Pat, Mike and Jose, who were on 
that same SA tour, at the Birthday Rides at Nantwich. 
Jose put me up in her tent with her friend, Irene. In 
fact, they kind of rescued me as I had never cycled 
with panniers before and the group of four men, with 
whom I was cycling, was not successful, to say the 
least. Jose stripped me of my luggage, sending me on 
my way with one small bag of clothes on my carrier 
and a handlebar bag. When I rejoined these four male cyclists, they were most surprised to see how my cycling 
had improved because of my lighter load. In Edinburgh, Brian Curtis very kindly met me, took me to tea at South 
Queensferry and escorted me across the Forth Bridge, making sure I found my way to Perth.  I really appreciated 
the help that these CTC members gave to me and this is when I wanted to offer, in return, similar help to CTC 
members visiting Cape Town and South Africa. In October 2003, I met Margaret Lowrey and her tour on their visit 
to Cape Town. I still keep in touch with Norman and Diane whom I met on one of Brian’s trips and who are now 
settled in Australia. 
 
Cape Town is situated on the far South Western tip of Africa, about 1600 kms from Johannesburg. Mid-summer is 
between November and March. Cape Town has a Mediterranean climate. The hottest days are usually cooled by 
the SE wind, known as the ‘Cape Doctor’.  The winters are cool and wet, driven by the NW wind. The temperature 
hardly ever falls below 10 deg. C. Inland, it does go down to O deg. C.  One of the city’s most famous attractions is 
Table Mountain, which was named by Jan van Riebeeck on 6 April 1652 as he sailed toward what was to become 
Cape Town. Popular attractions in Cape Town are Cable Car Rides to the top of Table Mountain, a visit to the 
Kirstenbosch Botanical Gardens, the Castle of Good Hope, Cape Point – the place of the meeting of the Indian and 
Atlantic Oceans and also Robben Island, which houses the old prison for political prisoners convicted during the 
apartheid era.  Between Robben Island and Table Mountain is the Victoria and Alfred Waterfront, an exciting area 
with shops, restaurants, pubs and entertainment day and night. The list of places to visit is endless:  the Winelands, 
ostrich farms, whale watching between May and November, beautiful coastlines with white sandy beaches, seal 
islands, penguins and lots more.  All this can be done by bicycle. If you run out of time, it is a good idea to maybe 
hire a car. A visit up the West Coast during Springtime is a must. Also enjoy a ‘Fresh Fish Braai’. 
 
I can give advice on whatever type of accommodation you would prefer. I have assisted CTC cyclists with anything 
from just advising on sightseeing in Cape Town to actually planning and even booking accommodation for couples 
or small groups.  I helped Gwen, Fred and Reg from Yorkshire with their cycle ride from Port Elizabeth to Cape 
Town. Then there was Val, John, Emily and Chris whom I had met on Roger Nash’s Wide Ride and for whom I 
arranged a cycling holiday, partly in Cape Town, after which they were collected by a tour leader and driven 
towards the Garden Route finishing at Port Elizabeth and the Addo Elephant Park.  I arranged bicycle hire for them 
in Cape Town and the tour leader let them use his fleet of bikes. 
 
One day, whilst I was busy working at the computer, I received an e-mail from Mark Waters in the CTC touring 
office. He referred me to Catherine, a CTC member in Newbury, who needed advice on bicycle hire and 
accommodation in Cape Town. After exchanging a couple of e-mails with Mark and Catherine, all arrangements 

Elaine Crawford & Mark Waters 



were made for Catherine in the course of a day.  I cycled with Catherine along the Simonstown coastline. She has 
returned to Cape Town on a second visit and this time we met and walked and had lunch in the Winelands. 
Another friendship having been made through me being an OTC.  I could go on but I am running out of space. 
Something I would like to add is that Mark Waters sets a good example to me as an OTC. He is always so helpful 
in giving me advice on cycle touring in the UK. Thank you, Mark. 
 
Cape Town is also famous for hosting the Cape Argus Pick ‘n Pay Cycle Tour each year in March, attracting a field 
of about 35,000 cyclists.  It caters for professional cyclists as well as the recreational cyclist. The distance of the 
Tour is 113 kms and each cyclist receives a medal and a certificate with finishing time.  Groups of about 600 
cyclists start at intervals of approximately 5 minutes. The route starts in Cape Town on the Foreshore and follows 
the coastline, bypassing the Cape of Good Hope turnoff, right around the Cape Peninsula, finishing at Green Point, 
which is a seaside suburb very close to the starting point.  The ride has a carnival atmosphere and the route 
passes the coastline and mountain passes like Chapman’s Peak.  The scenery is breathtaking. I am about to tackle 
my 18th Argus Tour.   
 
Another Cycle Tour worth mentioning is the Burger Sanlam which takes place in December each year. It offers 
distances of 118 kms, 72 kms and 28 kms and the route goes around the Winelands areas of the Cape. If one is in 
the Port Elizabeth area in February, they also hold a Cycle Tour called The Herald which offers distances of 105 
kms, 46 kms and 26 kms.  I can recommend this one, having completed 5 Tours so far. Port Elizabeth is called 
‘The Friendly City’ and is a great city, also with white sandy beaches, to spend a holiday.  I could go on and on. 
 
So…..give me a call on Telephone: 27 21 7152021 or Mobile:  27 832856298 or E-mail: fruitbat@icon.co.za   It will 
be my pleasure to help you plan your holiday in Cape Town, the Garden Route or the Karoo areas.  Should you 
want to visit further afield in SA, I can advise. Accommodation can be anything from camping to Backpackers to B 
& B’s to hotels. Come and enjoy our ‘Braaivleis’ and ‘Boerewors’.  I look forward to meeting you -  even if it is just 
for a chat.  
 
Cheers, Elaine Crawford 
 
From Derek Watts, one of our OTCs in Canada   
 
1. How long have you been cycling? 

Derek joined CTC as a 12 year old about 1942, riding with the SW 
London DA Family Section for the remainder of the war years. Two 
of his relatives were Frank and Ruth Coker, Frank at the time being 
the DA Secretary.  Under their particular guidance and the 
companionship of the other DA members, (two of whom were Colin 
Quemby's parents), Derek quickly learned all the cycle touring skills.  
Many memorable occasions were spent with this group, including 
hostelling Christmas Parties (away from home!) at Ide Hill and 
elsewhere.  

In 1952 he left UK to work in Malaya and in 1956 emigrated to 
Canada.  Career, marriage and other concerns put cycling on the 
back seat for a number of years until 1972 when he recommenced.  
He joined a club in Halifax (Nova Scotia) and toured with them for a 
year or two, becoming their President for a term before being enticed 
into competition in 1979, racing successfully as a Veteran.  In 1983 
he became President of Bicycle Nova Scotia, the provincial cycling 
Sport Governing body and qualified as a coach and later as a 
National Level Commissaire.  As President, he automatically became 
a member of the Board of The Canadian Cycling Association and 
became involved with national and, marginally, with UCI sanctioned 
events in Canada.   

He had re-joined CTC about 1980 and found the club reports and 
publications concerning campaigning very useful for Bicycle Nova Scotia's efforts at the same thing ( referred to as 
"advocacy" over here).  About that time he became an OTC.  

2. What sort of riding do you do yourself?  

Road riding exclusively (no off-road).  Frequent rides from my house, duration depending on weather and other 
commitments.  Weekend rides with the Halifax club. On visits to UK, solo "hub and spoke" rides or circular tours of 
3 to 5 days, from centres selected of interest both to myself and my wife (who is not a cyclist).  Also try to do some 
riding in UK with CTC members for whom I have planned trips to NS as well as riding a bit with them while here.  



Accompany the CTC Holidays and Tours rides in Eastern Canada for which I have done the tour planning in 
collaboration with the UK Tour Leader. 

3. What's the cycling like round where you live/where you provide information for?  

Nova Scotia . First European settlement was in 1604 by French people, who called the area Arcadia and 
themselves Acadians.  They were expelled by the British in 1755 but there remains to this day a fairly large 
Acadian population.  They were replaced in the decade following the expulsion by settlers from America who over 
the years have been joined by immigrants from Scotland, Ireland and England and not a few from Europe. 
Although the land area is probably less than 2/3rds. that of England, the population is only somewhat more than 1 
million.  This means in general:  low traffic;  fewer roads;  fewer settlements and services along the way.  However, 
most of the settlement is around the coast and that's where the roads are.  Over the past 20 years the old coast 
roads have been replaced by restricted access, high speed highways which carry the bulk of the traffic.  This 
leaves the old roads for local traffic AND CYCLING which is very nice.  In my particular locality (known as "The 
Valley" which is about 100 miles end to end), the valley floor is the best farmland in the province, so it's very rural 
and pretty and with a higher road density, most of which is paved although some not so well maintained.  The 
valley is paralleled by hills on both sides, called, to the amusement of some, the South Mountain and the North 
Mountain, the elevation not being more than about 600 feet!  Across the province (about 60 miles) is the south 
shore, rocky with hundreds of inlets and very pretty along the shore road.  At a town called Lunenburg, an 
important fishing , ship building and commercial area in its heyday, the road density is also greater. It's  a UNESCO 
World Heritage Site, also a very pretty area and great for cycling.    In the north of the province is Cape Breton 
Island, which is a highland area . Crossing the highlands is challenging,  up to about 1000 feet above sea level, as 
well as scenic. Many cyclists come to "do Cape Breton".  The highland circuit is about 200 miles, but for touring 
there are many other parts of the island equally interesting yet not so high.  

Prince Edward Island.  Low relief in general , never rising above 500 feet ASL. Called "The Garden of the Gulf" it is 
mainly farming and supports a population of 120,000 people who are joined for two months in the summer by 
2,000,000 tourist visitors. Early June and September are therefore the best times to go cycle touring.  The aspect is 
rural with constant fine views of farms and meadows interspersed with fishing villages  Like NS, the most 
interesting riding is around the shore roads, but unlike NS there are more inland roads  

4. How Many Members Assisted Over the Years.  

Perhaps a dozen individual riders since mid 80s.  Not very many really but I know they all had wonderful holidays.  
If I count the numbers in the three CTC Tours with Brian Curtis (CTC Tour Leader) for whom I did the local 
organisation, then count 60 more. Then there were 17 more who came over with Pat and Mike Strauss (CTC Tour 
Leaders) whom I entertained in my garden, without doing very much more for the Strauss' on that occasion.  So 89 
all together.  Of these there are 8 with whom my wife and I keep in contact and with whom we visit when we 
ourselves are in UK.  And there are several others with whom I continue to correspond.  

I regard the work for and the meeting of these terrific people to be one of the most pleasurable and satisfying 
activities in my life at present.  

5. Noteworthy Tour.  

Most of the members who enquire have very little knowledge on my area and so are happy to take my 
recommendations.  I generally send them a big package of info from which they can see what it's like here and 
read and look at the route I suggest.  So the tour I'll describe is the one that Brian Curtis has done twice now and 
around which I have sent other individual members.  It enables them to see the two important geographical regions 
in S-W Nova Scotia, which are the Bay of Fundy Shore and the South Shore (Atlantic Ocean exposure), both of 
which are quite distinct.  I have received nothing but expressions of great satisfaction from those who have done 
this trip.    

The flight from UK arrives late afternoon, so that means an overnight at the Airport Hotel before starting next day.  
The ride away from the airport goes north passing farmlands and forest to Cobequid Bay and a village called 
Maitland.  Cobequid Bay is at the end of the Bay of Fundy and in consequence this is the place where there are the 
highest tides in the world.  There is a fabulous view looking down the estuary of the Shubenacadie River up which 
the tidal bore advances twice/day, which with a big tide is exciting, but otherwise ho-hum.  Because the bedrock is 
red sandstone, the erosion product is  red mud which fills the estuary and colours the water.  The view of the 
combination of red mud and water, a bright blue sky above and bright green fields and forest on the sides is 
wonderful, big bore or not.  

After Maitland the ride follows the shoreline of Cobequid Bay and the Minas Basin on your right, with view after 
view of this remarkable channel and the land on its opposite side.  It's up and down as you cross the valleys of the 
streams draining down from the upland to your left.  This brings you into the town of Windsor at the tidehead of the 
Avon River.  After Windsor the route crosses the first of many of the old dyked Acadian lands you will see again 
later as you work your way around to Wolfville (where I live).  This is a good place to pause to explore and admire 
the countryside the Acadians made in the 75 years they occupied it before their expulsion.   



From Wolfville the ride remains inland, following what is called here "The Valley", a valuable farming soil bounded 
on its north by the North Mountain and the South Mountain on the opposite side.  Mountain, hardly.  The highest 
elevation is 600 feet ASL!  Most of the apples sold in Britain before the last war were grown here.  It’s a lovely ride 
down the valley ending at the small town of Annapolis Royal.  This is another delightful place to pause.  

Now you have to cross the province to the South Shore.  The route is mostly flanked by forest but there are several 
points of interest along the way including Kejimkujik National Park, before arriving at the town of Lunenburg, a 
UNESCO World Heritage site. Definitely worth pausing to explore this town.  In its day a thriving fishing, 
shipbuilding and commercial centre settled by "Foreign Protestant" , mostly German speaking immigrants, brought 
in by the British Government in 1750. 

The geology has now changed to the exposed granite of the Halifax Batholith.  There is very little soil, such as 
there is being glacial till.  The coast line is just one bay after another, all the way along the south shore of the 
province from the south west end at Yarmouth to the north east end in Cape Breton.  In most of the bays there are 
islands and in St. Margarets Bay there are said to be 1000 of them.    

The tour now proceeds east to Halifax, following the shore. The almost continuous ocean views are stunning. The 
route will enable you to see the famous Peggy's Cove. This part of the route is all within commuter distance of 
Halifax, so there is no shortage of services in the many small towns along the way.  Halifax is the capital city of 
Nova Scotia, within the metropolitan district of which there are about 350,00 people.  

6. Interesting /Amusing Stories.  

My first CTC "customers" were Eileen Goodban and her daughter.  Eileen is or was pretty active in the DA up there 
near Leeds.  They came when I was totally inexperienced as an OTC and they didn't really tell me how far in a day 
they wanted to travel.  Thinking that they would enjoy dawdling around the interesting bits, the route and the daily 
distances I set up were very badly judged.  Not expecting to see them for two weeks, I was surprised to be phoned 
after only a week to hear that they had finished that and what should they do next!  I sent them to PEI and let them 
judge their own pace after that and they had a very good time there, as they told me when I took them out to the 
airport at the end. 
 
From David Debenham, our OTC in Kenya 
 
David Debenham is our East African Touring Correspondent and divides his time, and cycling, between Kent and 
Kenya where he has a small farm overlooking the Rift Valley. Contemplating a visit to Africa ?……read on. 
  
Jambo (Hello)! Have you been on safari recently ?  To Africans it simply means journey but tourists associate it 
with observing wildlife, of which East Africa is famous. Add to the animals a mix of colourful people, dramatic 
scenery of mountains and lakes, together with palm fringed beaches then the three countries of Kenya, Tanzania 
and Uganda have something for everyone. I have to admit that touring cyclists are rare but non-leisure cycling is an 
established activity here with Africans. Given careful route planning, the visitor can blend in and enjoy an off road 
safari that can encapsulate the spectacular sights and sounds of the bush.  

One tip to remember is that it is not like Europe and the need for advice on the do’s and don’ts in advance is 
essential for a successful visit. 

On a lighter note, I recollect joining a group of Italian riders from a Rome CC on a trip to cycle right round the 
shoreline of Lake Bogoria in Kenya’s Rift Valley. We hacked our way on rigid Cannondales past thousands of 
flamingos, hot springs, thorns and boiling mud, not loitering when our path took us through cool thickets where 
buffalo hide up. All in one piece and 30 miles later, there remained a short downhill stretch of tarmac back to the 
park gate. But home and dry we were not! Two of the Romans got tangled up freewheeling and parted company 
with their bikes. Sunburnt knees were now bloodied and Italian expletives were uttered. It could have been on any 
club run at that tired moment! 

I mentioned a vibrant local cycling scene, but on what bikes? Forget your 21 speed fully suspended ATB: the 
African bike is a heavy single gear roadster either from India, or better, China, that sells for about  6000Kshs (£45) 
and is a prized possession. It will spend its life carrying its owner plus huge weights of such things as firewood, 
grain, water or bananas. It’s sturdy carrier will also double as a seat to carry an extra person sometimes as a taxi. 
Being overtaken on hills by such heavily loaded machines makes one realise why Kenyan athletes do so well. 

Another pleasure for me of cycling here is a visit to my local bike repairer. Riding from home, it’s seven miles 
downhill to reach the market town of Kiserian at the foot of the Ngong Hills. Arriving recently with a buckled wheel, 
two broken spokes (block side) and a snapped gear cable, I had the whole lot put right, parts included, for £1.20! 

To sum up, your touring bike won’t manage the bumps and with regard to head gear choice, getting sunburnt is a 
greater risk than falling off.  
 


